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High fantasy or epic fantasy is a subgenre of fantasy, defined either by the epic nature of its setting or by the
epic stature of its characters, themes, or plot. The term "high fantasy" was coined by Lloyd Alexander in a
1971 essay, "High Fantasy and Heroic Romance" (originally given at the New England Round Table of
Children's Librarians in October 1969).
High fantasy - Wikipedia
Epic films are a style of filmmaking with large scale, sweeping scope, and spectacle. The usage of the term
has shifted over time, sometimes designating a film genre and at other times simply synonymous with big
budget filmmaking. Like epics in the classical literary sense it is often focused on a heroic character.An epic's
ambitious nature helps to set it apart from other types of film such ...
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THE SWORD MARCHES ASHCAN! We are pleased to announce the release of the Sword Marches Ashcan!
Head on over hereto get yourself the PDF, or click on the following ...
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